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I. Due   
 
  Thursday February 10, 2011, at the beginning of class. 
  
II. Objectives 
 

1. Learn basic networking concepts.  
 
III. References 
  

1. Slides and handouts posted on the course Web site 
2. Textbook chapters as applicable 

  
IV. Software Required 
 

1. Microsoft Word. 
1. Win Zip as necessary. 
 

V.  Assignment 
 

1.  Problem 1: 
  

(a) Identify and describe in ONE sentence the four components of delay is 
a communications network. 

 
(b) Develop an equation for the end-to-end delay along a communications 
path of n routers.  The only constant that you may assume is the speed of 
light in the given transmission medium is 2*108 m/sec.  Identify each if 
the variables in your equation. 
 
(c) If the distances between nodes were constant (L) and each node (end 
systems and routers are nodes) can transmit R bits per second, what would 
the equation in (b) look like? 
 



(d) In the Internet, which of these would you expect to remain constant 
and which of these would you expect to change.  Explain (one sentence).  
Don’t look for an obscure answer – choose the most obvious answer. 
 

- the number of routers in the Internet 
- distance between a ground station and a satellite in 

geosynchronous orbit. 
- the size of IP packets transmitted in any given HTTP session ( 

Web browser connected to Web server). 
- the average round trip time in any Internet based client server 

application.  Round trip time is the interval between the time you 
send a request and the time that you receive a response. 

 
2. Problem 2: 
  

The OSI model was developed before the Internet and was developed by 
agreement by the US and European nations (CCITT), yet the Internet and 
its protocols is by far the dominant network technology on our planet. 
Why? 

 
3. Problem 3: 
 

(a) What is segmentation? 
(b) Why do we need it? 
(c) Is segmentation restricted to the network layer, or might it be required 
at other layers? Why?  Include the application layer in your answer. 
(d) What effect do you think segmentation has on the following: 

1. Reliability 
2. Throughput 
3. Time to resend damaged transmission. 
4. Flexibility (ease with which we can adapt to new lower layers) 

 
4.  Problem 4: 
 

Go to www.ietf.org/rfc.html and look up RFC 2026 and read it.  Answer 
these questions: 

 
(a) What is an Internet Draft? 
(b) What are the differences between a Proposed Standard, Draft Standard, 
and Standard? 

 
 

5. Problem 5: 
 

You are about to receive the world’s first telemetry controlled electronic 
heart.  Since you don’t want to be encumbered by wires, you choose the 



WiFi9000 model over the ONOaWiRe1000 model.  You notice in the 
brochure that both models can be configured for circuit switched or packet 
switched communications – which do you specify?  Why? 
 
What kinds of service guarantees would you hope to have? 

 
 

6. Problem 6: 
   

You and Luke Sky Walker are commanders in the rebel army preparing to 
attack Darth Vader and his Death Star.  By yourselves, neither you nor 
Luke possesses enough fire power to defeat Darth Vader, but together you 
can destroy the Death Star.  However, you must come to agreement on the 
precise moment to attack, but you cannot communicate using the normal 
communications else your presence and location will be detected by Darth 
Vader. 

 
But you each possess an unlimited number of R2D2 messenger droids that 
you can use to send messages to each other.  But, the droids may be 
destroyed by the enemy’s PatrolBots, so you have no way of knowing if 
your message gets through unless Luke sends a droid back to you with a 
confirmation message. 
 
Suppose your droid gets through to Luke and Luke sends a droid back to 
you with a confirmation message agreeing to the time to attack, but it is 
destroyed by a PatrolBot?  Should he attack?  You haven’t received a 
confirmation, so what will you do? 
 
Is there a protocol that you and Luke can use to avoid defeat?  If not, 
explain why not.  If there is a protocol that would work, please explain it. 

 
 

7. Save the file as a Word document.  
 
8. Name the file “firstname_lastname_hw_#.doc” (e.g., 

“john_doe_hw_1.doc”). 
 

9. Email your assignment file to the course grader, and submit a hard copy to the 
professor by the due date. 
 
Use the following naming convention in the subject line of the eMail:  
“DCN - firstname lastname - homework #” (e.g.: "DCN – John Doe - 
homework 1").  
 
In the case source code is submitted, include your name as a comment at the 
top of each file  



(Note: all files submitted should include your name). 
 
VI. Deliverables  
 

1. Electronic:  
 
Your assignment file must be emailed to the course grader.  The file must be 
created and sent by the beginning of class.  After the class period, the homework 
is late.  The email clock is the official clock.  
 

2. Cover page and other formatting requirements: 
 
The cover page supplied on the next page must be the first page of your 
assignment file. 
 
Fill in the blank area for each field.   

 
NOTE: 
 
The sequence of the hardcopy submission is: 
 

1. Cover sheet 
2. Assignment Answer Sheet(s) 

 
 
VII. Sample Cover Sheet: 



Name ________________________ Date: ____________ 
 (last name, first name) 
Section: ___________ 
 

Assignment 1 
  

Assignment Layout (25%) 
❏  Assignment is neatly assembled on 8 1/2 by 11 paper. 
❏  Cover page with your name (last name first followed by a comma then first name), 

username and section number with a signed statement of independent effort is 
included. 

❏  Answers to Questions 1 to 6 are correct. 
❏  File name is correct. 
 
Answers to Individual Questions: 
 
(100 points total, all questions weighted equally) 
 
❏  Assumptions provided when required.   
  
Total  in points (100 points total):  ___________________ 
 
Professor’s Comments: 
 
 
 
 
Affirmation of my Independent Effort:  _____________________________ 
       (Sign here) 


